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Abstract: In this paper, we propose using Random forests, a machine learning approach, to build house price estimation model.
Compared to benchmark linear regression model, random forests model can better capture hidden nonlinear relations between the price
and features of houses and gives an overall better estimation. Numerical experiments have been done on North Virginia house price
data, which can strongly demonstrate our findings.
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1 Introduction
House price estimation has been broadly studied a lot as described in [1,2]. Establishing a housing price estimating
model can greatly help the formulation of housing prices and improve the accuracy of estimation of future real estate
policies [3,4]. A lot of models to estimate house price has been implemented a lot, as in[5,6,7,8]. People have used
some machine learning methods, like self- organizing map (SOM) [9] to model and predict house price [10]. The main
possible influencing factors of housing prices can be divided into the following categories: Location (Urban, Midtown,
Average/Price, etc.): House prices are positively correlated with urban development levels and negatively correlated with
distances from developed regions. Transportation (subway, bus, road rating, etc.): House prices are positively correlated
with traffic convenience. Housing conditions (type, construction year, renovation level, floor, area, etc.): In most cases,
the better the housing conditions, the higher the price. Supporting facilities (school district level, public facilities include
parks, hospitals, shopping malls, etc.): The overall quality and convenience of the package play a positive role in housing
prices. The quality of house can be easily measured and compared. However, the convenience is often hard to measure
and sometimes missed in recorded data. Features defines convenience are of the with nonlinear relations. Our motivation
is the use machine learning method to capture that convenience information. We will compare random forest and linear
regression on house price data without specific feature specify defining convenience. We think zip code or coordinates of
house contains the convenience information, and by training machine learning model on these feature, that information
will be reflected in the model and improve model accuracy.
In this paper, we mainly focus on a machine learning technique called Random Forests to build a house price model.
Unlike the traditional method, it can capture hidden non-linear relations between the price and features of houses and
gives overall better estimations. We use the classical multiple linear regression model as benchmark. By including
features such as zip code, longitude and latitude, which are not linearly related to house price, we found that random
forest model performs much better and captures the hidden information in those features.
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Random Forests (RF), an ensemble method in machine learning based on the week learner decision trees, has now been
widely used in prediction. It was created and presented by Tin Ham Ho [11,12]. Leo Brakeman developed this method in
[13]by using internal estimates to monitor error, strength, and correlation and to measure variable importance. RF has
been applied in medical area, for example, using data to find the cluster of patients [14], RF diversity is very useful
because it can handle mixed variables well, the dissimilarity of RF is useful for detecting tumor sample clusters [15]. RF
can easily deal with data in ecosystem and geology, because it handles multi-purpose data sets and generate high
classification accuracy graph [16].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In the second section, we introduce the Random Forests method. In the
third section, we provide a short review of the classical linear regression model. In the fourth section, we explain the
house price data and provide some analysis of the attributes in the model. In the fifth section, some numerical results are
provided. Finally, in the last section, we present the conclusion.

2 Random forests method
Random forests model is an ensemble method of decision trees, which is a weak learner and can easily be over-fitting. By
ensembling the decision tree, the problem of instability and high variance of decision trees can be overcome. Because these
decision trees are generated using random sampling methods, they are called random forests. The logic of the method is
to randomly select a subset of explanatory variables and train with weak learners separately. It builds a prediction model
by independently training weak prediction models, typically decision trees. Predictions of each tree are combined using
some model averaging technique. As shown in Fig. 1, the random forests method is based on randomly selecting a bag
of features, and build a decision tree separately. These decision trees in random forests are independent to each other. A
majority voting can be used on such kind of trees.

Fig. 1: Random forest model.
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Fig. 2: Single family houses in Arlington county.

3 Linear regression model
We use a linear regression model as a benchmark to predict the house price. Generally, a linear regression model is a
statistical analysis method that uses the regression analysis in mathematical statistics to determine the quantitative
relationship between two or more variables. It models the relationship between one or more independent variables and
dependent variables using a least-squares function called a linear regression equation. This function is a linear
combination of one or more model parameters called regression coefficients. If there is only one independent variable, it
is called simple regression, and if more than one independent variable involved, it is called multiple regression. Linear
regression has many practical applications.
Generally, Linear regression is a model that predicts the proportional relationship between a dependent variable and a
predictor and fit the mapping between data input and output. The standard equation for linear regression is given as
follows:
y = α + β1x1 + β2x2 + ... + βnxn + ε
(1)
In the formula, the beta is the estimated parameters for independent variables xi , y is the dependent variables, and ε if the
error term. The objective of the linear regression model is to estimate the parameters βi by minimizing the sum of squared
errors. In our model, the y is the estimated house price, and xi are variate features of estimating the house price, such as
area, zip code.

4 Data and methodology
The data we use is the single-family house assessment price of 2015 of Arlington country, Virginia USA. There are totally
27649 data points (houses). We have features such as the lot size and year built clearly defines house quality but we don’t
have any specific feature that obviously defines house convenience.
Besides the house price, we also have some basic features of the house such as the lot size of the house, the year the house
has been built, zip code of the house and the location of the house.
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Fig. 3: 2015 House price assessment histogram, Arlington county, VA.

Fig. 4: House lot size histogram, Arlington county, VA.

We use linear regression model as our bench mark and compare it with Random Forests model. We will repeat the test on
different sets of features. Some sets only contain features related to the quality of houses and some sets contains features
with information about convenience of houses. By comparison, we can show how Random Forests can take advantage of
those information and give overall better estimation.
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Fig. 5: House year built histogram, Arlington county, VA.

Fig. 6: Training and testing data distribution.

5 Numerical experiments
We split the data into training and testing sets. 30 of the total data are randomly picked as testing set, the rest are training
set. We train our model only on the training set and compare out of sample result on test set. We compared the models
on different feature sets. Random forest general performs better than bench mark linear regression model in terms of R2
and RMSE. But the much more important is that, when we include location related features, random forest model get
significant improvement. This means the model can somehow capture the hidden nonlinear relationship between house
price and house location, which also reflects the convenience components in determining house price.
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Features/ Methods
Features: Year built, lot size
Random forests
Linear regression
Features: Zip code, latitude, longitude, year built, lot size
Random forests
Linear regression
Features: latitude, longitude, year built, lot size
Random forests
Linear regression
Features: Zip code, latitude, longitude, year built, lot size
Random forests
Linear regression

R-square

RMSE

0.639135706989
0.344215758946

367.054972867
407.940568982

0.68614045456
413.775211328

357.59049678
413.775211328

0.701680132695
0.407037969505

352.892749026
389.06342124

0.701310346391
0.539887986037

352.065553406
381.280477804

Table 1: Numerical results.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we estimated the house price in the county of Arlington in Virginia, both by a linear regression model and a
machine learning technique Random Forests. We found that the Random Forests can capture the nonlinear hidden
relationship between house price and house location and give an overall better estimation than bench mark linear
regression. This simple model can be scaled up for larger data with more features and captures the nonlinear information
traditional models used to neglect.
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